LECTURE 2

Iterated blow ups and manifolds with corners
Last time I went through the de nition of the manifold [M ; Y ] obtained from M
by blowing up along a closed embedded submanifold Y with it natural blow-down
map
(2.1)
: [M ; Y ] ! M:
This is a smooth map, so pull-back gives  : C 1 (M ) ! C 1 ([M ; Y ]): This
is injective but cannot be surjective, namely there are more functions which are
smooth in polar coordinates. This in fact is is one of the reasons to blow up.
What about vector elds? The vector elds which lift to be smooth under
are precisely those which are tangent to Y: There are always local coordiantes z; y
in M near any point of Y in which Y is locally de ned by the z1 =    = zk = 0 and
the yi 's become coordinates on Y: The vector elds tangent to Y are then the C 1
combinations of the @y and the zj @z : The approach I took last time shows that
these lift to be smooth, to be tangent to the new boundary r = 0 and to span, over
C 1 coecients on [M ; Y ] all the vector elds tangent to @ [M ; Y ]: For any manifold
with boundary this latter space consists of all the sections of a vector bundle
(2.2)
fV 2 C 1 (X ; T X ); V is tangent to @X g = C 1 (X ; b T X ):
This is already an important fact, since a Lie algebra of vector elds consisting of
all the smooth sections of a vector bundle is getting close to the standard case of
all the smooth vector elds on a (compact) manifold without boundary.
i

i

1. Manifolds with corners

Each blow up introduces a boundary, so in order to do iterated blow up we
have to work in the context of manifolds with corners. I will be brief about these,
really there is not much to worry about in the basic theory. In summary the
de nition of a manifold in the usual sense is as a set X with a covering by local
coordinates systems with C 1 transition maps. For a manifold with corners we
allow the coordinate `model' to be the intersection of an open subset of Rn with
one of the k-corners [0; 1)k  Rn k : Smoothness of a map is the existence of a
smooth extension to an open set in Rn ; by Whitney's (easy) extension theorem
this is the same as local boundedness of all derivatives. So, locally a manifold with
corners looks like [0; 1)k  Rn k at a boundary point of codimension k; I will write
the local coordinates x1 ; : : : ; xk ; y1 ; : : : ; yn k : This means that there are boundary
hypersurfaces, connected sets given locally by the vanishing of one of the xj : To
make sure that these are manifolds with corners in the same sense I insist that the
boundary hypersurfaces be embedded. This means that each of them, H  X is
given by H = 0 where H 2 C 1 (X ); dH 6= 0 on H and H  0:
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So, as a little exercise you can go back to what I did last time and see that
we can blow up closed `embedded' submanifolds Y  X for a manifold with
corners, provided that embedded implies that an appropriate version of the collar
neighbourhood theorem holds. This is the condition that H be a p-submanifold.
More precisely this means that near each point of X there are local coordinates of
the adapted sort that I described above, x and y such that locally
(2.3)
Y = fx1 =    = xj = 0; yi =    = yl = 0g
where either j = 0 (no x equations) of l = 0 (no y equations) is permitted. Note that
l = 0 makes Y into a boundary face { a component of the intersection of boundary
hypersurfaces. The other extreme j = 0 corresponds to an `interior p-submanifold'
which is most like the usual case.
Proposition 3. It is always possible to blow up a closed embedded p-submanifold
Y in a manifold with corners X giving a new manifold with corners [X ; Y ] with

maximal boundary codimension either the same or increased by one and with a
smooth blow down map
(2.4)
: [X ; Y ] ! X:

Although there is nothing much to manifolds with corners at the level I have
described here, there is something more signi cant in the maps between them which
I want to emphasize. Smoothness itself is straighforward, but smooth maps between
manifolds with corners f : X ! X 0 ; can, and should, be required to `preserve
some of the boundary structure'. The natural condition is that inverse images of
boundary faces should be boundary faces, in a wide sense that they be unions of
boundary faces. In terms of boundary de ning functions this means
Y
(2.5)
f  0i = ai j ; 0 < ai 2 C 1 (X )
ij

j

where the 0i 2 C 1 (X 0 ) and j 2 C 1 (X ) are listings of the boundary de ning
functions for X 0 and X respectively; the ij are necessarily non-negative integers
but 0 is allowed.
Definition 1. A smooth map f : X
! X 0 between manifolds with cornes
which satis es (2.5) is called an interior b-map.
Here the `b-' just stands for boundary. Note that the composite of two b-maps
is again a b-map. A general, not necessarily `interior' b-map is one which is an
interior b-map into one of the boundary faces of X 0 : This just corresponds to either
(2.5) or f  0i  0 holding for each boundary de ning function of X 0 :
2. Examples again

Now, I can describe one of the original applications of blow up { to de ne the
b-calculus (although this had already been done, maybe it is better to say it gives
a clear characterization).
Above, I emphasized p-submanifolds. However, one of the most interesting
examples of embedded submanifolds in the usual setting of a compact manifold
without boundary is the diagonal
(2.6)
Diag = f(m; m) 2 M 2 ; m 2 M g:
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This is certainly embedded. However in the case of a manifold with boundary it is
not a p-submanifold as we see even in the one-dimensional case
(2.7)
Diag = f(x1 ; x2 ) 2 [0; 1]2 ; x1 = x2 g:
[Sketch]
As we have been hearing from Michael Taylor, pseudodi erential operators
correspond to kernels with rather simple `conormal' singularities at the diagonal
and smooth elsewhere. In this case there are several possibilities about what to do.
We can ignore the boundary, de ning pseudodi erential operators by restriction
from R  R for instance. However, ignoring boundaries that are really there is
not wise. We can follow Boutet de Monvel and consider transmission conditions
{ perhaps Gerd Grubb will talk more about this. However, we can also think of
de ning pseudodi erential operators instead as generalizations of the tangent vector
elds
(2.8)
x@x ; @y :
So, this brings us to two questions simultaneously.
(1) If we think of non-p-submanifolds as singular, how can we resolve the
diagonal in the case of a manifold with boundary (or for that matter with
corners).
(2) What does it mean to `resolve' the algebra of vector elds tangent to the
boundary on a manifold with boundary (of with corners).
In the rst case we can say a blow up of some Y resolves the diagonal if the
lift of Diag to [M 2 ; Y ] is a p-submanifold. In the second case we say the blow up
resolves the Lie algebra if its elements lifts, from one of the factors, to be smooth
and also to be collectively transversal to the diagonal.
We already know that for the vector elds to lift to be smooth, they must be
tangent to Y: Clearly Y  @ Diag is also necessary, since otherwise there are points
at which nothing is changed and Diag cannot have been resolved. In the case of
the tangent vector elds (2.8), these two conditions force
(2.9)
Y = @X  @X:
This is a boundary face, and hence a p-submanifold. I am assuming here that @X
is connected.
2 for a compact manifold with boundary
Lemma 5. The diagonal Diag  X
2
2
2
lifts to Xb = [X ; (@X ) ] to a p-submanifold and Vb (X ); the Lie algebra of smooth
j

vector elds lifts to be transversal to the (lifted) diagonal.

Proof. Computation. In fact if you think about it this really reduces to the
1-dimensional case. I have not yet de ned the lift of a submanifold under blow up,
so you should continue reading to nd out what this means.


3. Commutation
Now, if Y1 and Y2 are both subsets of M we can ask what happens to Y2 after
we blow up Y1 { which better be a p-submanifold for this to be possible. We have
to distinguish between the two cases where Y2  Y1 and Y2 n Y1 6= ;: In the rst
case we de ne the lift Yf2 = ! (Y2 )  [X ; Y1 ] to be 1 (Y2 ): In the second case we
de ne it to be the closure of 1 (Y2 n Y1 ) { although this doesn't make much sense
unless Y2 meets Y1 reasonably sensibly.
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[Sketch]
It is easy to think of a `joint p-submanifold' condition on Y1 ; Y2  X { namely
that they are each p-submanifolds and near any point of their intersections there
is one adapted coordinate system in M in terms of which the both take the form
(2.3), with di erent `index sets' of course so we should generalize this by saying
(2.10) Yp = fxi = 0; i 2 Ip  f1; : : : ; kg; yj = 0; j 2 Jp  f1; : : : ; n kgg:
Proposition 4. If Y1 and Y2 are joint p-submanifolds in the sense of (2.10)
then the lift of Y2 to [X ; Y1 ] is a p-submanifold. In the special case that in addition
either Y1  Y2 or Y2  Y1 or Y1 t Y2 there is a canonical isomorphism
(2.11)
[[X ; Y1 ]; 1! (Y2 )] = [[X ; Y2 ]; 2! (Y1 )]
but not otherwise.

Generally we denote the iterated blow up, [[X ; Y1 ]; 1! (Y2 )] as [X ; Y1 ; Y2 ] and then
the commutation result becomes
(2.12)
[X ; Y1 ; Y2 ] = [X ; Y2 ; Y1 ]:
Proof. I doubt that I will have time to do this in the lecture but it is not so
hard. Note that the transversal case, Y1 t Y2 is the easy one. In terms of (2.10)
it means that I1 \ I2 = ; = J1 \ J2 : What this amounts to is that one can locally
decompose M = M1  M2 as a product, so that Y1 = Y10  M2 and Y2 = M1  Y20
where Y10  M1 and Y20  M2 are p-submanifolds. Then it follows easily.
The case of inclusion one way or the other can be done by computation. One
way to think about it is to consider the radial vector elds around the submanifolds.
For Y in (2.3) this would be
(2.13)
x1 @x1 +    + xj @x + y1 @y1 +    + yl @y :
The condition of inclusion means that one of these vector elds (the one for the
smaller submanifold) is obtained from the other by adding terms. Since this radial
vector eld lifts to r@r it follows that the radial actions commute and this leads to
the commutation of the blow ups.
The fact that this doesn't work otherwise can also be seen by lifting the radial
vector elds.

j

l

4. Tangent vector elds again

Let me point out that this commutation result allows us to resolve the Lie
algebra of vector elds, Vb (X ); tangent to all the boundaries of a manifold with
corners, and hence as I will indicate below, to de ne the b-calculus in this context
too. Namely, for a manifold with corners X consider all the products Hi  Hi of a
boundary hypersurface with itself. These are all transversal one to another. So we
need a little result to proceed.
Lemma 6. Under blow up of a boundary face all other boundary faces lift to
boundary faces and transversal boundary faces remain transversal.

So, combining this with the commutation result for transversal p-submanifolds
discussed above, we can de ne unambiguously
(2.14)
Xb2 = [X 2 ; H12 ; H22 ; : : : ; HN2 ]

6. FIBRATIONS AND B-FIBRATIONS
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giving a manifold with corners, independent of the order, to which Diag lifts to be a
p-submanifold. The the tangent vector elds, forming Vb (X ); lift to be collectively
transversal to this lifted diagonal.
5. Another commutation result

In Proposition 4 it is noted that for joint p-submanifolds Y1 and Y2 which are
neither comparable (meaning one is contained in the other) nor transversal, the two
manifolds [X ; Y1 ; Y2 ] and [X ; Y2 ; Y1 ] are di erent. How then can one `blow up' such
a subset. It is possible to show that one can `correct' the blow up in two ways.
The rst, and most frequent `solution' is to simply blow up the intersection
rst and then check that
(2.15)
[X ; Y1 \ Y2 ; Y1 ; Y2 ]  [X ; Y1 \ Y2 ; Y2 ; Y1 ]:
In fact, after under the blow up of Y1 \ Y2 the two bigger manifolds Y1 and Y2 lift
to p-submanifolds which are disjoint, and hence transversal { giving (2.15).
There is a second alternative, which is rarely used (and may not even be in the
literature). That is, one can blow up Y1 \ Y2 last :
Proposition 5. For any pair of embedded joint p-submanifolds there is a
natural di eomorphism
(2.16)
[X ; Y1 ; Y2 ; Y1 \ Y2 ]  [X ; Y2 ; Y1 ; Y1 \ Y2 ]:

However this manifold is di erent to the one in (2.15). Note that on the left in
(2.16) Y1 \ Y2 rst lifts as a submanifold of Y1 but is not a submanifold of the lift
of Y2 { so the notation is a bit dangerous.
6. Fibrations and b- brations

Perhaps the most important smooth maps between manifolds are di eomorphisms.
However, in geometric and other settings brations are also of vital importance. A
smooth map f : X ! X 0 between manifolds without boundary is a submersion
if its di erential is everywhere surjective, f : Tx X ! Tf (x) X 0 ; for all x 2 X: If
X and X 0 are compact the Implicit Function Theorem shows that f is actually
a bration, meaning that it is surjective and each point x0 2 X 0 has an open
neighbourhood U for which there is a di eomorphism F giving a commutative
diagram
(2.17)

f 1 (U ) F

/U
t
t
t
tt
f
t
tt 1
 t
z t

Z

U;

here 1 is projection onto the rst factor. The manifold Z is then determined up
to di eomorphism (provided X 0 is connected) and such a triple f : X ! X 0 may
be written
(2.18)
Z
X


f

X0
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(there is now actual map from the model bre Z; rather each bre is di eomorphic
to it) and thought of as a bre bundle, with bre Z and structure group Di (Z ):
One reason such maps are particularly well-behaved is that Fubini's theorem shows
that bre-integration preserves smoothness:
(2.19)
f : Cc1 (X ; ) ! Cc1 (X 0 ; ):
Here is the (trivial) bundle of densities, those things which can be invariantly
integrated.
We can easily set up brations in the category of compact manifolds with
corners. However, the submersion condition is not enough { for instance just take
the identity map [0; 1] ! R which has surjective di erential but is not surjective.
Insisting that a smooth map between manifolds with corners be surjective as well
as have surjective di erential at every point does lead to a bration; it also ensures
that the map be an interior b-map.
However, in the category of manifolds with corner there is a class of maps
that is larger than this direct generalization of a bration but which has enough of
the properties to be very useful. It consists of the b- brations. To see where the
de ning conditions come from, recall that the di erential f of a smooth map may
be de ned by duality from the pull-back. Namely the cotangent space of a manifold
X at a point x is the quotient Tx X = J (x)=J (x)2 of the ideal J (x)  C 1 (X ) of
smooth functions which vanish as x by the smaller ideal of functions which vanish
to second order at x { which is spanned by the products of elements of J (x): Then
f  J (f (x))  J (x) and hence f  : Tf(x) X 0 ! Tx X has dual which by de nition
is the di erential f : Tx X ! Tf (x) X 0 :
I have written out all this elementary stu since on a manifold with corners
there is a not-quite-obvious, but natural, generalization of it. First if 1 and 2
are de ning functions for the same boundary hypersurface then 1 = a2 where
0 < a 2 C 1 (X ): Thus log 1 = log 2 + log a where log a 2 C 1 (X ): It follows that
the larger space of functions
1 (X ) = ff : X n @X ! C; f = X cj log j + f 0 ; f 0 2 C 1 (X ); cj 2 Cg
(2.20) Clog
j

is independent of the boundary de ning functions, j ; used to de ne it and is
therefore intrinsic. Moreover, interior b-maps de ne pull-back operations on it
since under an such a map, see (2.5),
X
(2.21)
f  log(0i ) =
ij log j + log(ai ):
i

In local admissible coordinates xi = i ; the di erentials of these functions are locally
of the form
X
i X
+ vj dyj
(2.22)
(ci + xi ui ) dx
x
i

i

j

for smooth functions ui ; vj : Evaluating the coecients at a point, i.e. taking
the quotient, gives vector spaces b Tx X which are therefore naturally de ned and
combine to give a smooth vector bundle b T  X: The dual bundle, b T X; is the one
that the tangent vector elds, spanned locally by xi @x and @y form all the smooth
sections of
(2.23)
Vb (X ) = C 1 (X ; b T X ):
i

j
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With this alternative tangent bundle in mind the b-di erential is well-de ned
for any interior b-map by duality. What it does is tell us how the tangent vector
elds behave under f ; at a boundary point it has a little more information in it
than the usual di erential. I will still denote it f since you can tell the di erence
since this f : b Tx X ! b Tf (x) X 0 :
Now, with this preamble it is not surprising that we de ne a b-submersion to
be an interior b-map which has everywhere surjective b-di erential. It is not quite
clear that this condition is satis ed by brations in the category of manifolds with
corners; it is but it is satis es by other maps too. In particular
Proposition 6. The blow-down map
: [M ; F ] ! M corresponding to blow
up of any boundary face of a manifold with corners is a b-submesion.

Blow maps for interior p-submanifolds, or any non-boundary face, are not bsubmersions.
This is quite a useful concept but is not very close to that of a bration. To
get what we want, we need to impose another condition as well. This can be seen
in various ways but the simplest is a global condition. Namely an interior b-map is
said to be b-normal if no boundary hypersurface is mapped under it into a boundary
face of codimension two (or higher of course). In terms of (2.5) this means that
for each j there is at most one i such that ij 6= 0: Indeed, fj = 0g is mapped
into f0i = 0g under f if ij 6= 0: Again a bration is automatically b-normal, but
a blow-down map (at least a non-trivial one, for a boundary face of codimension 2
or higher) is not b-normal.
Definition 2. An interior b-map is a b- bration if it is both a b-submersion
and is b-normal.
It might be an iteresting result if this condition implied that f was a bration,
but the truth is more interesting, namely it does not. To see a non-trivial example
of a b- bration consider the composite map of a blow-down and projection
1
(2.24)
f : [[0; 1]2 ; f0g] ! [0; 1]2 !
[0; 1]:
Both maps a are b-submersions, hence so is the composite which is clearly an
interior b-map. Since the target manifold is a manifold with boundary, and hence
has no boundary faces of codimension 2 or higher, the b-normality condtion is
automatically satis ed.
So, the claim I want to emphasize here is that b- brations are the replacements
for brations in the category of manifolds with corners. I will try to justify this in
various ways in the sequel. For the moment let me incorporate it into a de nition.
As I will explain below this de nition needs to be expanded { here we are only
considering the way smooth vector elds can degenerate at the boundary.
Definition 3. Let V  Vb (X ) be a Lie algebra of smooth vector elds on a
compact manifold with corners which and suppose that V contains all the smooth
vector elds of compact support in the interior. A resolution of V consists of a
manifold with corners XV2 which is obtained from X 2 by iterated blow up of psubmanifolds of the boundary (meaning at each stage { they do not have to be lifts
of manifolds from X 2 ); so there is an overall blow-down map
2
2
2
(2.25)
V : XV ! X
which is an identi cation of the interiors. It is further required that
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 The factor exchange map lifts (extends by continuity from the interior) to

be a smooth involution on XV2 :
 The diagonal lifts (to the closure of its intersection with the interior) to
be a p-submanifold DiagV  XV2 :
 The elements of V acting on the left factor lift (extend by continuity from
the interior) to be smooth on XV2 and to be collectively transversal to
DiagV at each point (i.e. they span the normal bundle to DiagV :
 The composite map L;V = L  : XV2 ! X is a b- bration which is
transversal to the lifted diagonal.
The rst condition means that the last conditon holds for the corresponding right
stretched projection and similarly the third condition holds for the lift of the vector
elds from the right factor.
These properties are enough to allow one to `microlocalize' the Lie algebra to
a `small' space of pseudodi erential operators and to a `large' space of pseudodifferential operators. Further properties (discussed below) ensure that the rst is an
alegbra and in the second composition is possible under natural growth constraints.
There are plenty of Lie algebras which cannot be resolved in this way (and also
as we shall see there are more general notions of resolution if the conditions at
the beginning that the vector elds be smooth and be arbitrary in the interior is
dropped). Still there are lots of known examples.
Problem 1 (Resolution problem). Is it possible to give a direct characterization
of which Lie algebras are resolvable in this way?
2
Problem 2 (Uniqueness problem). It is easy to see that XV with the properties
listed need not be unique. However, there should be some sort of uniqueness
condition, meaning di erent resolutions should be closely related.
As noted above such a resolution is enough to de ne a space of operators. To
prove composition results it is very convenient to go one step further and de ne a
corresponding triple space.
3 associated to a resolution of a Lie
Definition 4. A triple resolution of X
algebra V as in De nition 3 is a manifold with corners XV3 obtained by iterated
blow up of boundary p-submanifolds from X 3 ; with overall blow-down map 3 :
XV3 ! X 3 ; in such a way that
 The three factor exchange maps lift to di eomorphisms
 The projection F : X 3 ! X 2 onto the right two factors lifts to a bbration F;V : XV3 ! XV2 giving a commutative diagam
(2.26)

XV3

F;V / 2
X

V

3



X3 

F


/ X 2:

Hence from the rst condition the same is true of the other two projections
S and C :
 The diagonal DiagV in XV2 lifts (to the closure of the inverse images of its
interior) under each of the projections to three joint p-submanifolds which
intersect precisely at the lift of the triple diagonal (which is therefore also
a p-submanifold).
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 The map F;V is transversal to the lifts of the diagonal under the other

two projections.
The existence of such a triple resolution for V guarantees the composition
properties for operators mentioned above { these are made more precise later.
Conjecture 1. There is always a triple resolution for any Lie algebra which
has a resolution in the sense of De nition 3.

In De nition 3 it was assumed that the initial object was a Lie algebra of
smooth vector elds including all vector elds with compact support in the interior.
This is rather an unreasonable restriction! I will include some examples below
without giving a general a priori de nition of resolution. The point is that both
the single space, replacing X; and a replacement for the diagonal need to be chosen
or constructed.
7. Examples of resolution of a vector elds

I did not cover these examples in the lectures at all, but I include here a
substantial list (but by no means exhaustive) of Lie algebras which are known to
have resolutions of this type introduced in De nition 3. Before doing so, let me
give a result which reduces the workload a bit.
Proposition 7. If V  Vb (X ) is a Lie algebra of vector
elds on a compact

manifold with corners which has a resolution in the sense of De nition 3 then so
does  V ; with elements  V; V 2 V ; for any product of boundary de ning functions
 :

Note that the Lie algebras obtained this way are by no means uninteresting and
some are included in the list below.
Conjecture 2. Let V be a Lie algebra with a resolution as in De nition 3
and suppose F  X is a boundary face of codimension 2 or greater. Then the Lie
algebra J (F )V ; formed by the span of the products of elements of V and smooth
function vanishing on F; has a resolution when lifted to [X ; F ]:
(A)=b So, we start with a compact manifold with boundary X: The basic Lie
algebra is Vb (X ) itself. In boundary-adapted coordinates (which we always
use) x and yj it is spanned locally by
(2.27)
x@x and @y ; j = 1; : : : ; n 1; n = dim X:
It is resolved, as mentioned above, by blowing up the corner
(2.28)
Xb2 = [X 2 ; (@X )2 ] resolves Vb (X )
if @X is connected. If there are several components, @X = [j Hj ; of the
boundary then there are di erent possible resolutions. The usual choice is
just to take the products of the components of the boundary and consider
(2.29)
Xb2 = [X 2 ; H1  H1 ; H2  H2 ; : : : HN  HN ] resolves Vb (X ):
One can also consider all the products between di erent boundary components.
These products are disjoint in X 2 so the blow-up is independent of order
2 = [X 2 ; M (X )  M (X )] resolves V (X ):
(2.30)
Xob
1
1
b
j
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Here M1 (X ) is the collection of boundary components; this is sometimes
called the `overblown' resolution.
The triple resolution associated to (2.29) is
(2.31)
Xb3 = [X 3 ; (@X )3 ; X  (@X )2 ; @X  X  @X ; (@X )2  X ]:
References:
(B)=0 The next simplest case is the `zero Lie algebra', V0 (X ): (Other names have
been used, especially in relation to conformal compacti cation because
`zero' seems to be interpretated as perjorative!) This consists of the
smooth vector elds on X (in the usual sense) which vanish (hence the
`zero') at @X: It is spanned by
(2.32)
x@x ; x@y :
Then
(2.33)
X02 = [X 2 ; @ Diag(X )] resolves V0 (X ):
The associated triple resolution is analogous to (2.31)
(2.34)
X03 = [X 3 ; @ Diag3 ; X  @ Diag; ::]
where Diag3 is the triple diagonal and the dots are the other boundaries
of the other two partial diagonals { the images of the rst one under the
factor exchange maps.
References:
(C)=-b More generally, and this is a construction we will apply several times
below, we can consider a bration of the boundary  : @X ! B: Then
the bred-boundary, also called `edge' Lie algebra is
(2.35)
V-b (X ) = fV 2 Vb (X ); V is tangent to the bres of g:
We can now choose `boundary coordinates' which are divided into two
groups, zl which are lifted from the base and yj which induce coordinates
on the bres of : In terms of these the Lie algebra is spanned by
(2.36)
x@x ; x@y ; @z
near the boundary. Within @X  @X; the corner of X 2 ; consider the bre
diagonal Diag of : This is the set of pairs projecting to the same point
in B; i.e. lying in the same bre of : Then
(2.37)
X2 = [X ; Diag ] resolves V-b (X ):
In fact this includes the previous two cases as the special brations with
one bre (giving Vb ) and with point bres (giving V0 (X )): The triple
resolution is given by the natural generalization
(2.38)
X3 = [X 3 ; Diag3 ; F 1 (Diag ); S 1 (Diag ); C 1 (Diag )]:
References:(D)=cu The next basic case is the cusp algebra Vcu (X ): This is actually not
well-de ned but depends on the choice of some additional data. Namely
one should x a de ning function for the boundary x 2 C 1 (X ) up to
a (positive) constant multiple and additional term O(x2 ): Geometrically
this corresponds to an isomorphism of N  @X to @X  L for some real
1-dimensional vector space L: Di erent choices give di erent algebras but
j

k

l
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(2.39)

they are identi ed by appropriate di eomorphisms. Given the choice of
de ning function the cusp algebra
Vcu (X ) = fV 2 Vb (X ); V x 2 x2 C 1 (X )g
is locally spanned by

(2.40)

x2 @x ; @y :
j

Then
(2.41)
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2 = [X 2 ; @X  @X ; S ] resolves V (X )
Xcu
cu

where the rst blow up gives Xb2 and S  (Xb2 ) is a p-submanifold
which can be de ned as the ow-out of the lifted diagonal under the lift
of elements of the cusp algebra. More usefully it can be written down as
s = 0 where s = (x x0 )=(x + x0 ) is a smooth function on Xb2 obtained
from the given de ning function x on the left factor of X and x0 on the
right.
The triple resolution is now getting a little harder! We can start
from Xb3 in (2.31). Then we need to consider the three lifts of S from
the three copies of Xb2 and the corresponding triple submanifold T: The
complexity comes from the fact that the inverse image of S under each of
the stretched projections consists of two p-submanifolds, one in the `front
face' of Xb3 (formed by the blow up of (@X )3 ) and the other in the face
coming from the corresponding corner of codemsion two. Thus we have
seven p-submanifolds to blow up T; three Si 's and three Si 's and this is
the order we need to use or we do not get a triple resolution
3 = [X 3 ; T ; S ; S ]:
(2.42)
Xcu
b
i i
Even a sketch of this is rather hard.
(E)=-cu The bred-cusp algebras arising from a choice of cusp structure (actually
less is neeeded, namely it is only needed `along the bres') and a bration
of the boundary  as above:
(2.43)
V-cu (X ) = fV 2 V-b (X ); V x 2 x2 C 1 (X )g:
It is locally spanned by
(2.44)
x2 @x ; x@z ; @y
where the coordinates z are lifted from the base of the bration on the
boundary; it is resolved by a similar blow up to the cusp case:
(2.45)
X2-cu = [Xb2 ; S-cu ] resolves V-cu (X )
and a similar triple resolution, which I will not write down.
(F)=sc This is an extreme case of the previous example, where the bration has
points as bres. It is spanned by
(2.46)
x2 @x ; x@y :
I only mention it because it is important in applications. Note that it also
follows from case (A) above and Proposition 7 that it has a resolution.
j

l
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(G)=I- One can also iterate brations. That is, if one has a tower of brations
(2.47)

@X

1 /
Y1

2 /
Y2

3 /
Y3

::: 

N

/ YN

then one can de ne a Lie algebra of vector elds with some higher jet
information. Namly one can take a product decomposition of the manifold
and extend the brations a little way out into the manifold so that the
nal base becomes [0; )x  YN ; denote these extended brations ~j : Then
set

(2.48) VI- = V 2 Vb (X ); V = V1 + x1 V2 + x2 V3 +    + xN 1 VN + xN V 0 ;
where Vj is tangent to the bres of ~j and V 0 2 Vb (X ) :
Of course there are many ways to do the extension and the Lie algebra will
depend on some of this information. There is a resolution using iterated
blow ups and indeed a triple resolution.
(I)=b-H In fact it is not necessary to have a bration of the boundary to produce an
interesting Lie algebra. Suppose we simply have a subbundle H  T @X:
Let i 2 C 1 (X ; 1 ) be smooth 1-forms which de ne a lift of H from the
boundary, in the sense that their joint null spaces at the boundary form a
subbundle H~  T@X X which is of rank one greater than H and for which
H~ \ T @X = H: Then we can set
(2.49)
Vb-H (X ) = fV 2 V0 (X ); i (V ) 2 x2 C 1 (X )g:
This is a Lie algebra since
(2.50)
i ([V; W ]) = V i (W ) W i (V ) d i (V; W ):
It is locally spanned by
(2.51)
x@x ; xVl ; x2 Wj
where the Vl resrict to the boundary to span H: Despite the notation the
~ It has a resolution an
Lie algebra depends on more than H; rather on H:
a triple resolution.
(J)=ad The next example, the adiabatic algebra, is the rst which does not satisfy
the assumptions of De nition 3. It is xed by a bration, say of a compact
manifold without boundary,  : X ! Y with typical bre Z: The vector
elds we are interested in are on X but depend on a parameter, : For
 > 0 they are just arbitrary vector elds depending smoothly on  but at
 = 0 we demand that they become tangent to the bres of : Now, we
can regard the parameter dependent vector elds as smoooth vector elds
on X~ = X  [0; 1] which satisfy
(2.52) Vad (X ) = fV 2 Vb (X~ ); V  = 0; V tangent to the bres of  at  = 0g:
In coordinates adapted to the bration Vad is spanned by
(2.53)
@z ; @y :
Notice that the full space here is Xad ; not X; so Vad (Xad ) does not
restrict to arbitrary vector elds in the interior { since there is no derivative. Thus De nition 3 does not apply directly. Nevertheless there
is a resolution in an essentially similar sense. The point however is that
we do not need more than one `copy' of the  parameter, since it is a
i

j
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parameter. The r^ole of the diagonal is played by the bre diagonal in :
Thus the resolved space is
2 = [X 2  [0; 1]; Diag()  f0g]
(2.54)
Xad
where Diag() is the bre diagonal of : There are two maps back to the
single space Xad and all are b- brations with Vad (X ) lifting under each of
them to be smooth and collectively transversal to the lifted bre diagonal
Diag(X )  [0; 1]: The triple space follows the pattern that can be seen
from the examples above.
References:(K)=b-cu Next consider an example of a `transition algebra.' One such is the
transition from Vb (X ) to Vcu (X ) for some compact manifold with boundary
as a parameter  approaches 0: Given the local bases (2.27) and (2.44) of
these two algebras, the `obvious' transtion basis is
(2.55)
(x2 + 2 ) 12 x@x ; @y :
The rst vector eld is not smooth. It can be replaced by (x + )x@x but
this does not really mitigate the `lack of smoothness'. So the single space
itself needs to be resolved
(2.56)
Xb-cu = [X  [0; 1]; @  f0g]
to which the vector elds in Vb-cu lift to be smooth. So in fact this is a
setting rather similar to the preceeding one and with a similar resolution:
2
(2.57) Xb-cu = [X 2  [0; 1]; (@X )2 f0g; (@X )2 ; Sb-cu ; @X  X f0g; X  @X f0g]:
Here Sb-cu is a submanifold of the fact produced by the rst blow up, of
(@X )2  f0g which corresponds closely to S in the cusp case discussed
above. There is a similar triple resolution.
References:(L)=cu--cu Similar to the preceeding case again but now a transition from cusp to
bred cusp, so the local spanning vector elds are
1
(2.58)
x2 @x ; (x2 + 2 ) 2 @y ; @z
corresponding to a bration of the boundary of a compact manifold with
boundary as in case (E) above.
References:There are other such `transition algebras'.
(M)=b-f Now passing to rather more general cases, suppose X is a compact manifold
with corners and f : X ! X 0 is a b- bration. Consider the space of
smooth vector elds tangent to the bres of f :
(2.59)
Vb- (X ) = fV 2 Vb (X ); V f  u = 0 8 u 2 C 1 (X 0 )g:
2 which is obtained from the bre diagonal for f
This has a resolution Xb-f
2
2
in X by blow up in X ; as usual there is a triple space.
Reference: None at the moment.
(N)=b-St The boundary strati cation algebras. Consider an iterated conic space,
a special type of strati ed space. This is too hard to describe in a few
sentences, but think of it as an iterted cone bundle. The space itself has
a resolution to a compact manifold with corners X where the boundary
hypersurfaces Hi are strictly order, corresponding to the `depth' of the
j

j
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(2.60)
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stratum. Thus H1 corresponds to the smallest singular stratum and HN
to the largest. Each of these Hj 's carries a bration which `remembers'
the original stratum { thus its base is a resolution of the corresponding
stratum. There are compatibility conditions for the strata at the corners
{ the leaves decrease as i increases. Here we are interested in the ` nite
length' vector elds on the original manifold { which do not form a Lie
algebra. To make them all smooth they are multiplied by a de ning
function for each boundary hypersurface of X: With arbitrary smooth
coecients the resulting vector elds on X form a Lie algebra which is an
iterated version of the bred boundary Lie algebra in (C). Near a point in
the interior of Hi the Lie algebra reduces to the -b case. Near a corner,
say of codimension 3, where the rst three boundary hypersurfaces, H1 ;
H2 and H3 meet, the algebra is spanned by
x1 x2 x3 @x1 ; x2 x3 @x3 ; x3 @x3 ; x1 x2 x3 @y ; x2 x3 @y ; x3 @y ; paz
0
l0

00
l00

000
l000

l

where the tangential vector elds correspond to tangency to the di erent
brations. Again this has a resolution, which I will not disucss.
(O)=m-sc There are verious Lie algebra which correspond to the cases discussed
above for a compact manifold with boundary but on a manifold with
corners with no ordering of the boundary faces. For instance the basic Lie
algebra Vb (X ) on a manifold with corners, which is a special case of (M)
where the b- bration is the map to a point can be scaled as described in
(7) by multiplying by a boundary de ning function for each boundary
hypersurface. This gives the multi-scattering algebra which is locally
spanned in adapted coordinates by
(2.61)
tot x1 @x1 ; tot x2 @x2 ; tot @y tot = x1    xn
near a corner of codimension two. The appropriate single space is Xtot
obtained from X by blowing up all the boundary faces in order increasing
with the dimension. There is a double and a triple resolution with which
I will not bother you!
There are lots of other examples too. Some worked out in detail some not (yet).
l
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